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Beneﬁts of pet crates, and how to make them cozy

• Assist with house training.
Many animals prefer not to soil
where they sleep. Therefore, a
pet will not void in the crate,
provided it is sized correctly,
and will learn to gradually hold
it until it is granted access to the
proper place to relieve itself.
• Keep areas off limits. Cordoned
off areas surrounded by gates
may work for some pets, but
certain dogs are able to scale or
circumvent such barriers. A
closed crate provides a safe option when the animal cannot be
supervised and has not yet
demonstrated it can be trusted
to have free reign of the home.
When selecting and outfitting

• Be sure there is adequate ventilation so that the animal can
breathe comfortably. Wire
crates, which are among the
most popular, will allow for
plenty of air flow and enable the
pet to see his or her environment.
• Seek out a crate that is rated
for travel so that you’ll get dou-

ble duty out of the item. Keeping pets contained in a moving
vehicle is a safer way to travel.

er (and swallower) and can be
trusted with these items overnight.

• Monitor your pet to determine
what you can put inside the
crate. Some trainers recommend feeding and watering
your pet in the crate to make
the animal more comfortable
with it.
Comfortable bedding or a favorite toy or blanket may help
provided your pet is not a chew-

• Remove harnesses, collars
and other items from the pet
before placing it in the crate
to reduce the risk of strangulation or injury.
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• Limit the time the pet spends
in the crate to allow for exercise
and stretching. The pet should
be able to stand up and reposi-

tion in the crate, but the crate
should not be large enough that
the dog can soil on one side and
rest on the other. The crate
should never be a punishment
tool.
• If the pet messes inside the
crate, clean it promptly.
Crates are useful tools for pet
owners. When used responsibly,
crates can serve as safe havens
and training tools for pets.
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Monday, October 25, 2021 @ 1:00pm
2840 Stave Branch Road, Fraziers Bottom, WV 25082

Monday, October 25, 2021 @ 4:00pm
101 Elizabeth Street Unit #3, Charleston, WV 25311

DIRECTIONS: Rt. 35 turn onto Stave Branch Road

***OPEN HOUSE TODAY 2-4PM***

(County Highway 24) 1.5miles to Auction site.
Property located on right. Signs posted.
*** SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT - CALL TODAY ***

2 Tracts 11+/- Acres In Easily Accessible Yet Private Location

1BR/1BA Ground Level Condo

Recently Updated - 1 block from WV State Capitol. Assigned off street
parking. Excellent convenient location in the
Historic East End Charleston.
Great for live-in or rental/investment opportunities. A must see.

Auctioneer/Agent: Roger Mullins #1703
Auctioneer: Stacy L. Cooper #1517
304-548-4056 304-542-5497 304-542-5735

www.Mountaineerauctions.com
or www.auctionzip.com
ID #4152 or #4158 for terms & photos

Rural Putnam County land with approximately 3acres level hilltop.
Older house site on property. Easy access to Rt. 35 yet private.
Utilities available. Great for hunting camp - retreat or investment property.

*** SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT - CALL TODAY ***

Auctioneer/Agent: Roger Mullins #1703
Auctioneer: Stacy L. Cooper #1517
304-548-4056 304-542-5497 304-542-5735

www.Mountaineerauctions.com
or www.auctionzip.com
ID #4152 or #4158 for terms & photos
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• Crates provide a safe space.
Certain animals have a natural
instinct to bed down in dens.
While some homes have areas
that serve as cozy nooks, a crate
set aside in a quiet room can
replicate a safe den for the pet
when he or she is stressed or
tired and simply needs some
time away. A pet may seek out
this “den” on its own or can be
placed there by an owner when
the animal needs to calm down.
Children should be advised to
leave crated animals alone.

a crate, pet owners should keep
certain things in mind.
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Aspiring pet owners purchase
various items before they welcome a new companion animal
into their homes. Food, collars,
leashes, toys, and preventive
medications are just some of the
items necessary to keep pets
happy and safe. Large animals
like dogs and cats often benefit
from crates and carriers as well.
Though some individuals and
animal rights organizations are
against crates, when used responsibly, crates can be useful
in various ways.

